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WELCOME HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS

Regents Review It; Vice-Preside nt To Break Ground For It!

Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond, Kentucky
Friday, April 21, 1961

\

Volume 38, Number 24

THIS ARCHITECT'S DRAWING of the new multi-million dollar physical education plant was reviewed by the College Board of Regents at their meeting Wednesday afternoon. Cost of the modem
plant will be $2.2 million. Vice-president Lyndon B. Johnson will break ground for the structure on
June 1, following his commencement address here.

Knarr And We sley To Reign As Campus
Favorites At Junior-Senior Prom April 28
Larry Knarr, senior Social Science major from Bellevue, Kentucky, and Miss Janet Wesley,
senior Commerce major of Louisville, have been elected by the
student body to reign as King and
Queen of the 1961 Junior-Senior
Prom. The announcement was
made earlier this week by Don
Stivers, Junior Class president.
Larry Is presently Assistant Editor of the Eastern Progress, a
member of OAKS, senior men's
REAR VIEW OF NEW PLANT shows the outdoor swimming pool and the portion of the structure
honorary, and a member of the
that will house the Indoor pool, both of which will use the same mechanical and chlorinatlon system.
World AfiMIS Club. His 21 year
Section of building at left will contain handball and squ ash courts. -The new plant will provide facilities
old Queen Is Co-editor of the Mileto handle more than 250 physical education students simultaneously in one hour. Seating capacity
stone, a member of the Collegiate
for basketball games will be 6,000 and 7,000 for concerts and other programs.
Pentaclc, senior women's honorary; Kappa Delta Pi, Education
honorary; and PI Omega Pi, Com.merce honorary. Both arc in Who's
Who Among Students In American Universities and Colleges.
The attendants to their majesAssembly this week marked the
ties will be BUI Penlston and Jo
beginning of "Religion in Life
Ella Logan, seniors: and Kenny
ATTENDANTS FOR JUNIOR-SENIOR PROM—Front row: Bill Penlston, Joella Logan, Don Stivers
Lyndon B. Johnson. Vice Presi- an adaptive physical education Week," a program designed to proTlppett, Don Stivers. Ellen Kay
and Barbara Rose. Back row: EUen Kay Huffman, Kenny Tlppett, Jimmy Jefferson and Kay Bowman.
Huffman and Barbara Hose, jun- dent of the United States, will re- room for 20; (3) six handball and mote an awareness of religion on
ceive the first honorary degree squash courts for 24 students; campus. Dr. Grlmslcy Hobbs, proiors.
to be awarded by Eastern Ken- 141 a multi-purpose game room fessor of philosophy at Earlham
Admitted Free — The prom is tucky State College when he de- for 29; (S) a conditioning and College, Richmond. Indiana, gave
sponsored annually by the junior livers the commencement address health club room for 20; (6) an an address on "The Necessity,1 of
class and is giv^n in honor of June 1st. The Eastern Board of indoor Olympic-sized swimming Committment."
graduating seniors. The seniors Regents, at a special meeting held pool for a class of 40; (?) the
Following an organ solo performarc the guests of the junior class April 19,
approved the recom- main basketball court for 26; and ed by Jane Graham, Dr. Hobbs
Merriweather Lodge, on the Kenand are admitted to the dance with- mendation of the college faculty |8> a gymnastics area for 20 per- began by comparing our civilisatucky River, was the scene last
out charge. Admission to the prorn presented to them by President sons. The auxiliary gym will tion to that of ancjent Rome. He
Twenty-seven beautiful and talented Eastern coeds will compete, weekend of the Disciple Student
Is
{3.00 per couple for all others. Robert R. Martin.
handle some 70 students.
emphasized that the decadence and
next week, In the 3rd Annual Miss Richmond Pageant. The winner Fellowship's, yearly planning reThe Eastern president also said corrupted morals that had led- to
Tickets will be available soon.
In making the recommendation.
will be crowned Miss Richmond and will be sponsored In the Miss Ken- treat. Thirty-two Eastern students,
The theme for this .years, ball President Martin advised the board that s, parking lot, to accommo- the f*0 of Rome could Be attnlliar
members of D.&.F...ajH9nt the. weektucky Pageant.
-„. t
»-—* i • be Rue De Rcvcs (Street of that the motion had received the date 1,500 cars, will be used also to the situation in our' Western
end in fun antf fellowship, but their
The girls will be officially presented at a dance to be held tomor- primary purpose for meeting was
Dreams). It will be held as usual unanimous approval of the entire as a play area and as a marching civilisation today.
"Committment to a tradition of
row night (April 22) from 8:00 to 12:00 at the Richmond Armory. to plan their 1961-1962 program.
in the Student Union Building.
faculty and it was approved by area for the R. O. T. C. departvalues is necessary to the continuThe girls and their escorts will be introduced at 9:00. The dance will The group, sponsored locally by the
Cliff Lash, Cincinnati radio and them only after considerable in- ment and the band.
ance of vitality In any society.''
Bids Opening April 28
feature the Jack Bailey Combo. Admission is $3.00.
television personality and popular telligent discussion.
First Christian Church, was
Dr. Martin reminded that bids This, he said, is more important
night club entertainer, will furnish
'We feel that we are establishThe talent contest portion of the Randolph Richardson, Owlngsville; charged with the task of planning
Hymson, Lexington; B i 11 the activities of each of four meetthe music. Lash has appeared ing a high precedent," Martin will be opened on April 28 for a to a society than are technological
pageant will be held at Hiram SheRon
Craft, Lexington; Mrs. George Co- ings per week and special projects
dally, for the lest several years, said, "by awarding the first de- new four-lane highway to run advances.
Dr. Hobbs stated that the Hebrew
.Brock Auditorium, Wednesday, hen, Mt. Sterling: Mrs. Earnest for the coming year.
as musical director for WLW-T's gree to Vice President Johnson. across the college farm, "thereby
opening up this area of the campus Christian beliefs that are the fo0n»
' April 26, at 8:00 p.m. The program Smith, Harlan; and Mrs. Frank
famous
50-50
Club
The
faculty
hopes
that
this
pracThe highlights of the Retreat prowill be emceed by John Sullivan, Gilliam, Lexington. All the Judges gram
tice will continue to be an ex- for future development." It will datlon of the church also form the'
of work and fellowship was
popular WEKY D.J.
Admission have had previous experience in the address and discussion led by
tremely high honor accorded only also provide access to the new basis of Western society. Any lack
will be t.SO.
judging beauty and talent contests. Dr. James A. Moak, general secreto worthy persons who have con- physical education plant and to a of interest In the church meant
proposed new location of the col- also a lack of vitality in society.
tributed greatly to society."
The final Judging and the crowntary of the Christian Churches of
He said that while there is cause
dairy.
ing of Miss Richmond will take
Dr. Martin also reviewed de- lege
Kentucky. Dr. Moak introduced
The highway will be 2,350 feet for optimism from the conditions
place at Hiram Brock Auditorium,
tailed
preliminary
plans
of
the
new
the national D.S.F. theme for next
long, perpendicular to Ky. 52. The existing in the United States, there
Friday, April 27, beginning at 8:00.
mult^million dollar physical edu- center-line will be 600 feet north is also great cause for pessimism
year.
cation
plant
with
the
board.
Vice
The master of ceremonies will be
The groups planning was dithe southwest property line of from the lack of true zeal In AmerPresident Johnson will break of
Avrtl McKinney, the emcee of the
rected by the officers for next
the college.
Highway Commis- icans.
Mountain Laurel Festival for the
ground
for
this
facility
immediateProfessor
Meredith
J.
Oox,
head
of
the
chemistry
department,
"The real problem for us is how
yeadr: president, Christa Montsioner Henry Ward had announced
past three, years. Admission will
gomery: vice president, Larry announced the appointment of thirteen students to medical schools ly following his commencement the building of this highway we can make our faith more relevaddress.
be Jioo.
ant in our age." To do this, he
Cole; recording secretary, Milton for the 1961-62 school year.
earlier this month.
Cost of the modern structure
In addition to the selection of
The announcement was made during the annual banquet of the
Newman; corresponding secretary,
In other business, Judge Thomas said, there should be active church
Miss Richmond, the talent winner,
Beverly Glllls; and treasurer, Judy Caduceus Club, student pre-medical club. Guest speaker at the ban- will be J2.2 million and the com- B. McGregor, Frankfort, reap- participation for the layman.
pletion
date
Is
set
for
December
the four runners-up and "M1 s s
quet, which was held at Boone Tavern Hotel in Berea, was Dr. C. C.
Burks.
pointed recently by Governor "Membership in a church should
1962. The new plant will pro- Combs for his second term as a not be passive; it should be active
Congeniality" are also recognized..
The committees and chairmen Howard, chairman of the State Tuberculosis Commission. Sixty-six 1,
vide
facilities
to
handle
268
Special awards and prizes will be
persons
were
present.
member
of the board of regents, ...The time has run out for balfor next year Include: study. Sanphysical education students hourly was sworn in for another four-year cony, spectator religion."
given by the Richmond Junior
Students who will enter the var-Owingsville, reporter.
dy Goodlett; service, Karen Flynn;
women's Club, sponsor of the conOld officers were: Frank Wha- in activity classes. It will seat term. He has been a member of
The program was continued Wedworship, Sandra Nunnelley; enlist- ious phases of the medical ser6,000 for basketball games and the board since April 1, 1967.
nesday evening at 7:30 with distest.
ment, Charlenc McCormack; rec- vices next year are: (1) to medi- len, of Paris, president; Wendell 7,000
for
concerts
and
other
proMembers of the board present cussion groups In the Little TheaThe girls participating in the'
reation, Susan Congleton; publici- cal schools: Ronald Braun, of Bel- McChord, of Maysville, vice presi- grams. Over one thousand seats
to the University of Cin- dent; Anne Roberts, of Richmond,
for the meeting were, besides ter. The theme of the groups
competition for the title of Miss
ty, Lula Fulton; and music, Judy levue,
will
be
theater
type
chairs.
cinnati;
Leonard
Jefferson,
of
Gersecretary-treasurer.
Judge McGregor, Wendell P. But- was "His Way—Our College—Your
Richmond include, from Eaatem:
Drlskell.
ni an town, to Vanderbilt; Anne
A future addition is planned for ler, state superintendent of public Life." A separte sub-topic was disFreshmen—Jackie Ann Averly,
Assisting, the group were faculty Roberts, of Richmond, to Bowman
the building that will provide an Instruction; Earle B. Combs, Sr., cussed in each session: Group I,
Peggy Ann Hacker, Jamie Todd,
advisors, Dr. Harold Zimmack, Gray at Winston-Salem, North
additional 3,000 permanent seats. Richmond, vice-chairman of the "Missing Something?"; Group n,
Pun lnsko, Glenda Holbrook, Wanwho worked with enlistmoat; and Carolina; Harry Wagner, of Rich
board; F. L. Dupree, Harlan; H. "The Inescapable Question—Where
Two Swimming Pools
da Lee Gill, Lesley Sandford, Gloria
Randolph Dozler, who hcljwd with inond, to University of Kentucky
Elliott, Helen Dolt, Mary Rose
Dr. Martin told the board that D. Fltapatrick, Jr.. Prestonaburg, are Wc Going?"; Group in. "The
publicity and axemanship. John Frank Whalen, of Paris, to Uni
Feltner. Florann Randolph, Mary
both the Indoor and outdoor swim- and Dr. Russell I. Todd, Richmond Church Speaks to Society," and
Talbott, minister of Christian Edu- versity of Louisville; Paul Wil
Group IV, "Campus Gods on
ming pools would be a part of the
Lyn Myer.
cation, and Dr. Moak worked with Hams, of Richmond, to University
Trial." The groups then returned
original construction of the plant
Sophomores—Carol Sue Holbrook,
the service and study committees. of Louisville. (2) to dental schools
to the Little Theater to hear sumSOI LIMA STRAVINSKY
Janet Macke, Judith Venable, Mary
Peace Corps Volunteers can bo It was originally announced that
Next year's programs will in- Wendell McChord. of Maysville. to
maries from each session and to
the outdoor pool may be a part
Beth Hempfling, Rosemary Ramclude recreation from taffy pulls University of Louisville; John Wei deferred from military service of
Walnut Hall for a coffee hour. Disthe second stage of the conser, Linda Wood, Vivian Sexton,
to ice skating, study with panels, te, Erlanger, to University of Lou under the present Universal Mili- struction.
cussions were continued in separate
The same mechanical
Thora Button, and Linda Dimon.
movies, speakers and plays, ser- isville; (3) to schools of medical tary Training and Service Act.
sessions Thursday evening.
system
will
be
used
for
both
faciliJuniors—Jeannine Spurlln, Nelle
This is the opinion of Lt. Gen.
vice workdays for mission goals, technology: Mrs. Judy Delaney,
Bonny, Barbara Sutton, and Judy
more meaningful worship, and a of Grove City, Ohio, to Springfield Lewis B. Hershcy, Director of ties.
The building will contain an
Weaver.
special
church
brother-sister
enlistSelective
Service. Hta views were auxiliary gymnasium, with two
City Hospital; Jeanie Pearson, of
Soulima Stravinsky, Bon of ment campaign.
outined
in
an
editorial
in
the
The other participants arc high world-famous
Richmond, to Springfield City Hos- Selective Service Bulletin.
basketball courts and a large gymcomposer,
Igor
school students: Arlene Fritz, Stravinsky, will appear on the
pital ; Barbara Taylor, of Whitesnastics area, ' eight classrooms,
'The
relationship
of
the
SelecGayle Curry and Martha Arbuckle. Eastern .campus on May 1 and 2
burg, to Springfield City Hospital,
twelve offices, an attractive reOver 3,000 students from forty
tive
Service
System
with
reThe judges for the contest are tor a two-day piano clinic that
ception area, dressing rooms, proSpringfield, Ohio; (4) to schools
high schools participated in the
gistrants
who
become
members
of
jection room, and a conference
of
nursing:
Odetta
Burke,
of
Mount
will be open to all piano teachei .Richmond Division of the 1981
Cardi, to Norton Memorial Infirm- the Peace Corps can be handled room, in addition to these physical
and students in the state, without
State Music Festival, held on the
ary; (SI to school of physical administratively." Hershey wrote. education facilities: (1) a wrestling
charge.
He
said
the
classification
of
regEastern Campus Tuesday and
The 8th annual Vocational In- therapy: Dianne Estepp, of Richoom to handle 25 students; (2)
Chairman of the unique proWednesday.
Conference, which at- mond, to School of Medicine at istrants in the Peace Corps '.'can
gram that will consist of two lec- formation
The festival-was under the austracted speakers in 80 professional
be handled as any other registrant
tures, a recital, aad a piano clinic, fields to Eastern State College, Richmond, Virginia.
pices of the Kentucky Music EduNew officers of the club were in- engaged in activities in the nais Landis D. Baker, of the Eastern ended
cators Association, T. A. Siwicki,
Thursday with a full-,day's stalled: Frank Scutchfleld of Mar- tional health, safety, or interest."
music department.
executive secretary. D. J. Carty,
programming.
tin, president; George Wilcox, of
When
they
return
home.
Stravinsky's
recital
will
be
director of the in-service education
Over five hundred high school
Richmond,
vice
epresident;
Jo
Ann
Volunteers
could
qualify
for
furtThe
morning
session
saw
speakat Eastern, is director of the fesseniors will visit the Eastern presented Monday evening at 8 ers discussing the fields of art, Conley, of Paintsville, secretary- her deferment.
Reverend Bob Blown, pastor of
tival.
campus tomorrow to participate h o'clock in the Foster Music Build- physics and industry, accounting, treasurer; and Geraldine Wells, of
Important
factors
listed
by
Herthe Trinity Baptist Church in LexMost of the events were held in
in the first High School Senior ing, and will follow a 2 p.m. lec- physical education, and agriculshey
for
consideration
when
the
ington, Kentucky, will be the guest
JUDITH DELANEY
the modem Stephen Collins Foster
ture, entitled. "Mozart's Piano ture. Highlight of the afternoon
Day program since 1940.
Volunteer
returns
home
include
speaker
at
the
annual
Spring
BanMusic Building. Bands and large
The seniors will gather for re- Music and its Performance."sessions was a symposium on high
his age, his physical condition, his quet of the Baptist Student Union
choruses competed In Hiram Brock
At 10 a. m., the following day, school
gistration at 9:30 a.m. In Hiram
and
college
teaching,
marital
status,
the
regulations
to
be
held
Friday,
April
21,
at
the
Auditorium and the baton-twirling
Brock Auditorium. Following a the piano clinic will begin, and at counseling, and administration, at
which apply when he is released First Baptist Church.
contests and percussion events in
concert by the College concert 2 pjn., Professor Stravinsky will which time President Robert R
"and whether or not the registrant
With fifty students to attend, the
the beautiful outdoor amphitheater.
band. conducted by Nicholas present his second lecture, Con- Martin, of the host college, shared
on
his
return
from
service
with
Thirty Reserve Officer's Traindinner will be centered about this
Schools participating in the twoKoenigsteln. President Robert R. temporary Piano Literature."
his personal experience in the field ing Corps cadets from Eastern the Peace Corps engages In an year's theme, Hawaiian Luau.
The
chemistry
Department
has
day meet were: Adalr County:
Martin will welcome the group to
A native of Lausanne, Switzei- of education, both in high school State College visited Fort Knox activity which permits him to be
been notified that Mrs. Judith Berea City High School: Brodhead;
Installation
services
for
the
'61the campus.
land, he came to this country in and college, with the future teach- last week.
deferred in the national health, '62 Baptist Union Executive Kindred Delaney, daughter of Mr. Clark County; Clay County; Crab
A' tour of the campus will fol- 1948 to accept his present position ers who were present.
After a briefing on the mission aafety, or interest."
Council were held April 15 at the and Mia. John W. Kindred of Orchard; Danville: Estlll County;
low, including visits through class- as professor of piano at the UnivThe fact that the registrant First Baptist Church. New Council Giove City, Ohio, formerly of Eubank High School; Berea FounOther areas discussed were com- and activities of the post, the
room buildings, dormitories, re- ersity of Illinois.
munity recreation, medical ser- group visited the communications has been a member of the Peace members are: President, Jack Winchester, Kentucky, has been dation; Harrodsburg; Hustonville;
creational and social facilities, and
is widely recognized vices, banking, investments and and automotive departments of the Corps will not prevent him from Graves; Promotion. Vicki Long; awarded a $1500. scholarship by Irvine; KirksviHe; Lancaster; Lee
the huge construction program as Stravinsky
qualifying for further deferment, Boys Enlistment, Ljarry Pacey: the Springfield City Hospital County; Livingston High; Livingone of the foremost interpreters finance, secretarial, scouting: and U. S. Army Armor School.
under way here.
camp counseling, and women in
The cadets were taken to a the same as any other registrant Girls Enlistment, Sharon Dugger; School of Medical Technology, ston Graded: London; Loyall; MadThe group will be the guests of of Mozart and Scarlatti. His the Armed Forces.
tank driving area where they rode who is engaged in activities vital Publicity, Peggy Gibbs; DcvoUon. Springfield. Ohio.
ison Central; Madison High; Mcbackground
and
his
the college for lunch, and for a French
in the new M60 tank and the M1I3 to the national health, safety, or Arlene Calico; Secretary, Mary
rs. Delanoy Is a graduate of Kinney; Mercer County; Middlesfamiliarity with the great masters
movie and baseball doubleheader of
personnel carrier.
interest.
the country give him equal
Ann Lackey; Missions, Danny the Clark County Higr School and boro: Middleburg; Model High;
SENIOR BANQUET MAY •
tomorrow afternoon. The baseball
Hanson; Music. Sharon Vatcr; is a Junior majoring in biology Montlcello; Mt. Vemon; Nancy;
Senior class president. Jimmy
games will pit Eastern's de- authority in all matters pertaining
Y.W.A., Terry Groves; 8tudent 8nd chemistry. She plans to' enter Pulaskl County: Red Bird -SettleOn behalf of the student body, the Progress welcomes the 500
fending OVC champs against to French music. He has toured Jefferson, announced that the
Center, Anna Baker; Social, the school of teaching In Septem- ment; Somerset Central Junior
high school seniors to our campus. Wc hope that many of you decide
Morehead in an important con- colleges and universities through- annual senior class banquet will
Ronnie Wolfe: Stewardship, Anna ber and will receive her B. S. De- High; Stanford; Wallina; Wayne
out the United States.
be held at Hotel Lafayette on Satto join our big happy family here. YOU'LL LIKE EASTERN . . .
ference twin-bill.
Grace Combs: Training Union, gree with a major in medical County; Bate High School: SomThis will be the first such clinic urday, May 6. Tickets will be J2.00 WE DO!
The program is expected to conGlenna
MulOns: and Sunday technology at Eastern In June, erset High; Harlan; and WIUiaHsv
—The editors
tinue each spring, according to ever held at Eastern. It is open apiece and reservations must be
burg High School.
School, Brenda Bailey.
1M2.
to students, as well as teachers. in by April 28.
President Martin.

Johnson Is First To Receive
Honorary Degree From ESC

27 Eastern Coeds Entered
In Miss Richmond Pageant

Assembly Features
Guest Ministers

DSF Holds Annual
Planning Retreat

13 ESC Students To Study
Medicine. Dentistry, Nursing

Peace Corps
States Position
On Draft

Stravinsky To Give
Piano Clinic May 1

High School
Seniors Visit
Eastern Saturday

Music Festival
Held At Eastern

Voco-Conference
At Eastern Ends

B.S.U. Speaker To
Be Reverend Brown

30 Eastern Cadets
Tour Ft. Knox

Chem. Student
Gets Scholarship
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SPACE GREETS RUSSIAN Student Of The Week
COSMONAUT IN VOSTOK Brains And Brawn Make
by Charles Klonne
Good Combination At E.S.C.
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Candid Campus Comments
Why all the fuss about J. F. K. haircuts?
faculty members with Eisenhower hairdos.

There are several

There are only 128 shopping days until August 22nd.
anil avoid the rush.

Shop early

5?r^rfp\ibHcaUons :;:::::
DonFeltne,
Night visitors to Eastern are always surprised to discover that
Feature Staff: Orin Abrams. Danny Blackburn. Bill Cloyd. Dwight one lane of the Waterson Expressway runs through the campus.
Short. Marguerite Smith, Ruby Smith. OivUhi-n Wiici.l.inian.
A stewed penny never won a war—Fidel Castro.
Newa Staff: Melva Groot, Nellie Kim;. Mary Ann Nelson. Harvey
All science experiments on campus are officially timrd with the
Turner, Ronnie Wolfe.
S. IT. B. tower clock. (They take the mean (average) of the four difTypists: Judy Driskell. Beverly Clllis.
ferent readings on the clock's faces.)"

I!

ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS
\,lt is truly a shame the way bigtime college athletics, specifically football and basketball, are shoving
the smaller, but equally important, sports of track and
baseball right out of the picture.
Several weeks ago it was announced from the royal throne room of the Ohio Valley Conference that,
beginning in 1962, there would be no scholarships given
for track or baseball, and that football and basketball
scholarships would be increased to 40 and1 20, respectively.
This decision could be extremely detrimental to
the overall athletic programs of the schools in the
O. V. C. and probably will be instrumental in creating
some amount of ill feeling throughout the conference,
especially among track and baseball coaches. These
poor men will suddenly be forced to build a team from
frustrated football and basketball players and alsorans who are not sufficiently endowed to receive a
scholarship from some other institution. Of course,
accidents do happen, but.. .
Not only would the coaches be forced to perform
"miracles from mud" (endangering their jobs in the
process), but the boys of the O. V. C. who are currently
attending school on a track or baseball scholarship are
also being hit hard. We would surely suppose that the
officials of the conference would possess enough of
the old humanitarian spirit to allow those already on
scholarships to complete said scholarships. It seems to
us that this is a breach of contract. The school suffers
here because it feels as if it has lured the athletes here
on fatse pretenses.
But since the O. V. C. has insinuated it is too "bigtime;" at present to bother with oon-prestige sports
like baseball and track, we can only look forward to an
abrupt departure from the fine spring sports teams we
have become accustomed to here at Eastern.
We'll admit that football and basketball are big
Erestige sports which bring in revenue to the college,
ut there are certinly other things to be considered.
Baseball and track, when properly handled, can also
bring fame and fortune to a school. Many schools in
the Big Ten and the S. E. C. are continually expanding
their spring sports programs.
It should be mentioned here that Eastern has always been able to operate on even terms with these
schools in the past. It's a nice feeling to say, "We beat
Indiana," or "We clobbered UK". The future doesn't
promise much opportunity to repeat these wonderful
words.
Of course, it is a fact that Eastern's spring sports
aid was not too profound to begin with, but it was expected to expand with tha times instead of ceasing
altogether.
The editors of the Progress would like to know how
the other schools in the conference feel on the subject.
We surely wouldn't want to see the ex-O. V. C. baseball
and track stars playing for Memphis State, Louisville,
or Florida State next year. If the O. V. C. were truly
"big-time", this situation could never and would never
be possible!

Suggested motto for Eastern's seal: Ite et immersite capitum
Ilium In aqua (Always ever onward, upward onward even onward
upward always.)
^
Portion of a girl's conversation overheard: "I?re-med majors know
more than they have a right to."
'The physical and mental atmosphere of this institution are now
somewhat aiike"— <D. Poer on the occasion of the lights being extinguished on the second floor of the Science Building.
Most teachers' had an extremely charitable attitude toward the
Vocational Conference, lowering a student's grade by only one letter,
if he missed class to attend sessions.

Television, radio and newspapers have been bombarded for weeks
with stories of Laos. However, on Aoril 12 all was sitent while curious
eves gazed toward the skies and flnallv became fixed on Moscow Then
the news came, a man had soared 189 miles Into space. A feat that
both the United States and Russia had been pushing toward, since the
first Sputnik pierced the space barrier.
New vistas have been hurled at us with this launchinr. Great
adventures in conquering space are unfolded to man who has been unable to conquer himself or his planet. What new territories will we
find to conquer in this epic of outer space?
The first man to make the trio was Maior Yuri Gagarin. On
April 12th the "Cosmonaut" stepped into an untried snace.shln weighing 10.640 pounds. This was the product of technical skill of the
Russians. The signal was given and the Vastok roared into soace.
Soon it reached a relative low orbit rangine- between 189 miles
and 109 miles at its closest and most distant points from, Earth. It
then spent 89'4 minutes making a complete turn around the earth.
Maior Gagarin was strapoed into a specially designed couch within
a sealed cabin in the ship. He reported that he withstood the weightlessness well. After he returned to ground he said. "I feel well. I have
no injuries or bruises."
Let's turn back and look at some of the first attempts in reaching
the rim of space. The Soviets orbited their first Sputnik on October
4, 1957. The United States failed in their first attempts but then
achieved their goal on January 31. 1958 with the Army's Explorer
satellite.
Again we feel that it will not be until late this year or early in
1962 before we can send an astronaut in the Mercury 2. Although the
U. S. has more miles in space than the Soviets, they have been the
first making this their primary goal. In the planning Is the DynaSoar and the Apollo, a space laboratory scheduled for 1963. UD to
date the U. S. has 40 satellites and probes to the Soviets 15. The U. S.
has 21 of these still In orbH while Russia can boast of only one. We
also have 9 still transmitting while ttiey have none.
We knew very little about Gagarin, the first man to reach outer
space. He was below average height and shm because of the limited
sLB-e in the cabin of the spaceship. He was a jet pilot that had broken
the sound barrier. He had studied astronomy, botany, medicine, electronics, radio, and geography. He was a student at Orenburg Aviation
Soviet phychologist, Ezraz Asratyan told Tsss, Soviet news service, that their program was based on the idea that there were no limits
to the speed that the human body could stand, providing the acceleration was not too sudden. So Gagarin was aware when he put his space
suit on and lay prone for countdown, that Che oapsule had been tested
and double tested under the same conditions he was soon to meet.
There were things, however, that weren't known. First, how would
the first human in space'react. He had been given tests—whirled
around in a centerfuge to simulate the stresses of acceleration, chilled,
heated and decompressed—but the real test was to come on April 12
Spaceman Gagarin has achieved a scientific landmark. Again and
again we are able to view the pages of space history unraveling as
sciene fiction becomes today's facts and tomorrow's history. Man has
met the challenge and readies himself for the next chapter in Nature s
great novel of Adventure in Space.
ployment. it was found that an adLibrary Constantly I dition
to the horary could be built.
Various parts were finished and
Being Improved
on January 17, 1936, the entire

Mascot Is Dog—Not Maroon
By RONNIE WOLFE
If there ever was a symbol of tradition on Eastern's campus, that
symbol is Mozart. For fourteen years this tradition has been roaming
the campus and making himself known to students and instructors
alike.
Born on March 14, 1947, Mozart was the only dog of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Boyd who were at that time the colored undertakers in Richmond. His present owner, Miss Bales, did not know the actual date
of Mozart's birth, so she gave him her birth date which is March 14.
.Very early In his life, Mozart ways have enough pop bottles,"
followed one of the janitors to the says Miss Bales, "Mozart never
campus; and since that time, he goes hungry. Many times students
has become a permanent fixture. feed him on campus and I am
The first few years, Mozart spent afraid that he may get too fat."
Hardly anyone ever speaks of
his time in and around the music
building, for it was there that he Mozart as being a—you know what.
found his first friends on campus. After attending so many lecturers,
A group of boys in the music movies, and recitals,' he is probde partment actually adopted him ably the best educated canine in
and gave him his present name of Kentucky. He always has a friendly wag for anyone who will but
Mozart.
When this group of boys could give him a kind word.
no longer care for Mozart, they
After fourteen years of loyal serasked Miss Kathleen Bales to be- vice to the campus, it can be truly
come his guardian and she has .■i.Nui that Mozart is beloved. After
held that position ever since. Miss studying his case, I have come to
Bales says that Mozart is faith- the conclusion that it wouldn't be
ful but that he often leaves his so bad to live a dog's life after
food daily to be with the students all.
on campus. She also stated that with him took him home w ith her
during vacations when the students to Louisville. Evidently, Mozart
are away from the campus, Mozart felt the excitement of the big city.
lies on her back porch and cries. He escaped and the girl, after a
"He is almost human," she says, frantic seach, finally located him
"he always rides in the front seat in the city dog pound.
of my car when I take him for a Although he is comparatively old,
ride. He refuses to sit in the rear." Mozart's jet black remains the
Mozart's fourteen years have picture of health. Several students
been filled with adventures and said that Mozart is beloved. After
excitement. One time several to his mistress so that she can sell
years ago, a coed who fell in love them to buy Mozart's food. "I al-

The first library was established
in 1907 in a small brick building,
then known as Walter's Collegiate
Institute. Attempts made by the
Board of Regents and city of Richmond, early In the history of tba
school, failed to secure for Eastern a Carnegie Library. In 1918.
the library was moved from the
original location to the front half
of the Training School, or Cammack Building. It remained here
until the present library was completed for use in 1924. The building is fire proof, two-etory brick
and stone structure and was built
for J55.332.55. It was named in
honor of John Grant Crabbe who
was President 1910-1916.
By 1930, the building was alTeady Inadequate to meet the
need* of the faculty and students.
President Donovan and the library
.staff considered the erection of a
new building and using the present one for the Fine Arts Department, but the limited state funds
prohibited it.
During 1933-34 when the Federal
Government appropriated
large sums for building purposes
and to decrease the vast uneni-

building was opened for service.
On May 26, 1936, the library was
dedicated.
Many comments that Eastern
has a good library, have been
made. This is due to the Administration and an increase in the allotment for books, a Carnegie
Grant of $6,000 between 1938-41,
and the faculty and their selection
of the best books in every field.
Over the past years the book
collection has increased considerably and books can now be
found on every subject. Personal
collections have also been given to
the library. The John Wilson
Townsend Library was the first
important collection of Kentucky
books to be purchased by a Kentucky State College.
A Film Library and an International Relations Center are contained" in the library' but opera.e
on separate budgets and are organized for direct service to the
students and faculty. The film
library was opened for use in
1941. The International Relations
Center was not established under
a Foreign Policy Grant in 1953.

CARL COLE
Whether it be "ac-ing" a
mathematics test or scoring a
crucial basket under pressure.
Eastern Kentucky's Carl Cole has
been equally adept throughout his
brilliant college career, and ia .-egarded. as on? of the greatest; allaround basketball players in\ the
history of his college.
Coaches of teams the 6-3, 190
pound athlete ha* helped to defeat
during the past three seasons have
been split in their opinions. Some
think he is the finest defensive
playet' around, while others think
lie has the best eye for the basket
of anyone in the land, and still
others think his team play is as
good as you can find anywhere.
They are all agreed, however, that
he is one of the finer basketball
players in the nation today.
Leading Scorer
On or off the hardwood. Carl
has made his actions speak louder
than words. Off the court, he is
a mathematics and physics major
who has led his freshman, sophomore, and junior classes, as well
as his Military Science Class, and
has been named to the dean's list
of honor students each semester
since coming to Eastern.
On the hardwood, the speedy
athlete has been Eastern Kentucky's leading scorer the past
two seasons. During the one just
past he led his team in the following departments: (li time played,
I 878 minutes and 21 seconds; (2)
field goals attempted, 417; (3)
field goals made, 171; (4) free
throws attempted, 147; (5) (ree
throws made, 122; (6) free throw
percentage, .830: (7) points, 464;
and 18) scoring average, 19.3.
Cole advanced to the number
two all-time Eastern scorer for a
three year ■ career, with
1,134
points for an average of 16.7
points per game.
Upon graduation from Ander-1
son High School in Cincinnati. I

Carl chose Eastern in preference
to several big-time schools, such
as Xavier, Miami, Ohio University.
Kansas
State and
Missiwippi
State, from which he had offers.
Tickled Pink
"I fell in love with Eastern
right off," Carl said. "The thing
tbat impressed me mcjt was the
friendly
atmosphere.
Everyone
wanted to help me and Show m»
around, and I was tickled pink
when I made the freshman team." .
He called this his greatest thrill;
until, in early January of this
year, he led the Maroons in overcoming a second half 11 point deficit to hand his coach his 200th
basketball victory since coming
to Eastern Kentucky in 1946.
Now, Carl says he would rank the
latter first, not because he score:'.
32 points, but because "it simply
thrilled me more to help win this
one for Coach."
His next
greatest thrill wii
playing on the Ohio Valley Conference Championship team during
the 1958-59 season, his soph >more year. These, he ranks above
his own individual efforts which
include: (1) being ranked the Notion's top free throw shooter;. (2)
being drafted by Syracuse after
his junior year of college; (3'
scoring 33 points
and 14 field
goa(s against Hamline University
in
the Gulf-South Classic in
Shreveport, Louisiana, last year,
tying two records; (4) scoring 16
field goals (of just 19 attempts I
against Ohio Valley Conference
foe,.-Tennessee Tech, in an all-important game last year—the
Maroons lost by 7 points; (5)
coming within one of tying the
school all-time record of 17 field
goals; (6) being one of the few
players ever to play in every game
since coming to Eastern; (7) leading his team in scoring from the
opening game throughout last season, the season just past; (8) being named All-Conference first
team two years, and second team
his sophomore year; (9) setting
three new school record* this
year; and (10) being given honorable mention "All-America" recognition this year.
Bowles Award
Last year, Carl was the recipient " of the
Joe
Bowles
Memorial Trophy, presented by
WEKY, in memory of the Eastern
basketbal 1 player killed in an
automobile accident in 1958. The
award is based on the attributes
of leadership, scholarship, and
basketball ability.
Highly sought after by the pros.
Carl says he plans to enter an
engineering school upon graduation, and after his hitch in the army
is up.

Why Go to Town?
Gas Up With Us!

College Service Station
Across from Memorial Hall
•

Tareyton delivers

LVOL ..

SOVIET COLONIALISM
The United Nations has sometimes been stigmatiied as a "debating society," better adapted to verbal
jousting and to reaching conclusions of principle than
to meeting the need for swift and decisive action. And
yet, some of its most noteworthy successes resulted
from its willingness to take speedy and responsible
action while, conversely, some of its most notable failures have revolved about an inability to arrive at ethical standards and to apply them to all nations. One such
failure occurred during the current session of the General Assembly, when the debate on colonialism—the
most revolutionary and explosive issue of our time—
reached a compromise solution unstatifactory to all.
Part of the responsibility for this inconclusive debate rests with the Western powers, still so strangled
with guilt over past colonial practice that they failed
to respond with vigor to the chanllenges of Premier
Khrushchev. They failed to properly question the mo"
;
Ti'vas of the Soviet Union, so aptly termed by Prime
Minister Menzies of Australia as "the greatest colonial
pOwer now existing," and failed to sufficiently expose
the notoriously imperialist actions of the Soviet Union
throughout Eastern Europe, in Asia and in Africa.
The problem of the growing Soviet colonial empire
and its continuing expansion in a number of countries
poses a serious problem. The world must not be deceived by Soviet propaganda and its double standards
of applications of serf-determination—to Africa and
da. only, but not to its own empire. The essence of
•talism, according to a leading authority, is "for"rule imposed1 upon a people." If we apply this:
criterion objectively to the situation at the end of I960,
we come to the conclusion that we are in an era charac-1
terized by the self-liquidation of traditional Western
Colonialism and the appearance of communist's self-1
►•rpetuating neo-colonialism. Le Roi est mort, vive le
mi! Western colonialism is almost dead, long live Communist colonialism!
—American Journal For Freedom
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LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR RANKING NEEDS!

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—KTpalance the flavor elements in the smoke.

OF RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

Tareyton deli—n-and you enjoy-the but tatte of the beat tobacco*.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

DUALFILTER

Tareyton
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"outer filter
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BASEBALL, TRACK AND GOLF TEAMS SHOW EARLY STRENGTH
STATELAND HALL
;

Stateland Hall Renovated;
Work Done By Basketballers
Stateland Hall, a building behind the Weaver Health Building, is
a renowned feature of Eastern's campus today. The boys that live
in it call it "The. House." Others are renaming it the "House of
Champions."
Stateland was gained when Stateland farm became a part of the
college plant. Since then many changes have taken place within- the
Hall. The antiquated two-story building has housed the farm manager,
Eastern co-eds, the college infirmary, and now the Maroon basketball
teams.
During the past six years that one; a new sidewalk which the
it has housed the basketball play- boys christened with a big "E"
ers, it has undergone a complete In maroon paint placed in front of
race-Kfting. What has been done the building. The boys then, unto Stateland has been accomplished dertook the herculean task of layby the players. "The boys have ing a tile floor throughout the
done almost all of the work them- house floors, in the six years the
selves," said Coach McBrayer. boys applied several coats of
'that is, all except; painting the paint to the walls; the outside was
also painted several times, gardentop of the building.
Vast improvements have been ing became a hobby of the boys
undertaken by the boys which who sodded the lot next to the
have r'equlred both time and house and planted many of the
energy. These projects have helped shrubs; last but not least, two
the boys stay active and have years ago the boys put in a fence
made Stateland more livable. Some around the hall.
of the more important projects
Furniture was no problem for
include: putting a new foundation tha team. Coach McBrayer doIn to replace the old and unsafe nated his own furniture to the
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Baseballers Seek
Division Lead In
Saturday Twin Bill
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boys and the rest was obtained
from the college surplus. Carpenters found no work at Stateland.
for the Dlavers reflni«b,ed de«k«
chairs, tables and mnnv other
nieces of furniture.
FinsUv. the
downtown boosters donated a television set to the team.
How much time did the bovs
snend on this?
A tvnlcal fall
month: Thev beeln just after the
Dlavers renort to the camDU". This
vear. work bnran in the fall of
1960 and some 479 man-hours
were expended in beautifying the
house and grounds. John Callahan. the student manaeer. keeps
a record of the time the olayers
nut in. Beginning" Seotember 15.
287 hours were worked off the
final half of the month. Then the
first, half of October saw the team
work 191 hours, until practice
began on the 15th.
Stateland has become an Important part of the basketball organization at Eastern. In fact, as
an organization, it has its officers, who are: Carl Cole, president;
Roland Wierwille, vice-president;
Rupert Stevens, secretary-treasurer; and John Callahan, general
manager.
"Coach McBrayer has
produced gentlemen through this
cooperative spirit at Stateland,"
said Callahan.
The players take care of their
own organization: their rooms and
personal belongings are kept in
order, at 10 p. m. the players are
in bed which is honored during
basketball season, 10:30 is observed
5 nights a week during off-season,
and on Fridays and Saturdays the
time is extended to 12 midnight.
Since the above improvements
have taken place in the house, the
real estate value has Increased
many thousand dollars.
Besides
these physical changes, it has the
last 3 years seen the capturing
of one OVC title outright, finishing
in a three-way tie for the crown
another year, and finishing only
a game out of first place the
other year.
IStateland may boast of a proud
record for in the last years it has
witnessed 34 consecutive home
court victories. But most of all
it has brought forth some of Eastern's best scholars.
Its players
have both made the grade on the
floor and in the classroom.

The Eastern Maroons, making
the first defense of the OVC. baseball crown, split a double bill at
East Tennessee. Saturday. After
coming from behind to win a U-7
slug-test in the opener, the Maroons were edged out 21 in a
pitcher's duel between Eastern's
Dave Quick and Bast Tennessee's
Bill Burchfield.
Ken Pigg went the distance for
Eastern in the opener and was supported lustily bv his mates, who
banged out 15 hits. Bill Coedde
was the hitting star of the game
with two triples and- a single.
Catcher Chuck Hayslip knocked in
four runs with a double and a
triple to supply the power.
After jumping out to a 4-0 lead
in the top of the third, the Bucs
nearly chased Pigg while scoring
five big runs in the bottom of the
inning.
The Maroons countered
with two in the fourth, two in the
fifth, one in the seventh, and four
big runs in the ninth to wrap is up.
Lefty Dave Quick pitched a sensational game for the Maroons and
held the Bucs to just three hits.
His mates let him down, however,
and Quick suffered his second setback of the season. East Tennessee scored two runs in the first
inning and Quick throttled them
on two hits the rest of the game,
which was a seven-inning affair.
Eastern scored without the aid
of a hit In the fifth when Quick
walked, moved to third on an infield error, and scored on a wild
pitch.
The Maroons have a season record of 3-S.
First game:
Eastern
103 220 104—18 15 2
E. Tenn.
005 010 001— 7 11 2
Pigg and Hayslip; Taylor, Williams (6), and Smith,
Second game:
Eastern
000 010
0—1
7
0
E. Tenn.
200 000
x—I
3
2
Quick and Hayslip; Burchfield
and Martin.

These are members of the championship team of the 1900-61 Intramural basketball contest.
victoriously from left to right are: Myrna Young, Joyce Bordoni, Easter Wilkerson, and
Ferguson.

Baseball

Baseball Averages
Goedde, Bill, of
22
Player-Position
AB
Hayslip, Chas., c
17
Onkst, Ted, 2b
23
Curry, Bill, of
20
Bell, Jim, of, lb
28
Brandenburg, Carter, tit. .. 13
Campbell, Earl, 3b, p
22
Dunaway, Heber, lb. p .... 10
Colenvan, Brandt, as
14
Less Than
Quick, Dave, p
MCPhail, Mike, lb'....
Joseph. Eddie, in
7
Pigg. Ken. p
8
Others
8
TOTALS
1»8

«r

Batting
.364
0
8
5
B.A. 2B
II
R
1
.353
2
6
.261
6
8
.250
5
5
l
.231
6
2
.231
3
.182
4
1
.100
1
3
.076
1
1
10 Times At But
600
0
3
1
.333
-0
i
0
2
.286
0
8
.250
0
2
0
l
e
0
29
.241
8

Opponent
EK Opp.
4
3
2
0
1
1.000 Indiana U
5
7
3B HR RBI 1 A Indiana U (10 inn.)
Millikan
(Cancelled,
tain)
10
8
.997
4
2
.931 Toledo U
0
1.000 Georgetown (ppd., rain)
1.000 Carson-Newman ..."
3
6
13
7
.833 East Tenn. (OVC)
.900 East Tenn. (OVC)
1
2
1.000
Record: 3-3J OVC: 1-1
Coming
up:
1.000
April 18—Kentucky at Lexington
1.000 April 22—Morehead (2) here
1.000
1.000
1.000

Track

u

0

24

Pitching Averages

EK
.999 Opponent
Pikeville
120
Cumberland
107'i
Austin Peay
89
Union
98"a
Pet.
Record: 4-0
1.000
Coming up:
1.000 April 17. at Georgetown
.500 April 20. Centre
.000 April 22, at Tennessee
.000
.000
.500

H R ER ERA SOBBW L
StaCO IP
Player
14 8 7 1.89 20 9 1 0
Pigg. Ken (R)
2 1 19
4 1 1 0
9 2 2 3.60
Heady. Bob (R)
:.. 10
5
9 8 6 .801
2 5 1 1
Jones, Frank (L) .... 10
7
13
9
9
522
14
6 0 2
Quick, Dave (Ll „...'... 2 1 15':„
0
0
0
0.00
1 3 0 0
3
The baseball field at Eastern Dunaway, Heber (R) 0 0
0 0 0 0.00
0 3 0 0
1%
State College this week was named Campbell, Earl (R) .0 0
45 27 24 4.32 41 27 3 3
TOTALS
,
6 2 51
by the college board of regents,
"Turkey" Hughes Field, in honor
of the present athletic director,
Charles T. Hughes.
BC Thinlies Win
The announcement was made
Over Cumberland Crew
today by Eastern President RobThe Berea Conege Mountaineer
ert R. Martin.
track team opened its season at
Hughes nas been director of
Berea Saturday with a 76H-64V4
Eastern's Ail-American,
Carl victory over Cumberland College.
athletics at Eastern since 1942. He
has coached each of the college Cole, who has had numerous
Larry Greathouse led Berea by
sports during the 32 years he has honors, both
athletically and winning three events—the 100 and
served at Eastern.
scholastically reaped upon him 220-yard dashes and the 220-yard
The one-time University of Ken- lately, this week was named on low hurdles.
tucky four-sport athlete was born the University of Dayton's all-opin 1802 on a farm near Marion, ponent team.
and was graduated from MortonThe Flyers listed ten men on
TEACHERS WANTED: $5000
Elliott Junior College and Pnsp their team.
*
and up. Vacancies In all westSchool in Elkton. In 1922, he enOthers were Jack Folev. Holy
rrn states. Inquire Colunblne
tered the University of Kentucky, Cross; Howie Carl. DePaul;
where he was to star in football, Charley
Teachers Agency, 1320 Pearl,
North,
Detroit;
Paul
basketball, baseball, and track.
Hogue. Cincinnati; John Turner,
Boulder, Colorado.
Held Runbark Record
Louisville; Dave Zeller, Miami of
He has coached the varsity base- Ohio;
Bruce Drysdale, Temple;
ball teams since 1942 and his Gua Guydon, Drake; and M. C.
teams have annually been power- Thompson, DePaul.
houses. Since the organization of
Only Sunday, Cols was awarded
the Ohio Valley Conference, of the WHAS Leadership Award,
which he was instrumental in or- marking the second time in three
ganizing and its first president, year* that an Eastern eager has
his Maroons have won five champi- received the high honor. Larry
onships and have always finished Wood was the recipient of the
high in the loop standings.
award two years ago. All college
"FLAT - TOPS
The slightly-built athlete re- cagers from Kentucky and Southceived an A.B. degree in 1925 from ern Indiana colleges and universOur SPECIALTY"
U. K . arid later the MA. degree
ities are eligible.
in 1934. from the University of
Underneath
Michigan.

Baseball Field
Named For Hughes

Cole Receives
Flyer's Award

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

Easily Defeats
Centre College Thinlies

Eastern was paced by Dennis
Sprous here Thursday as the Maroon thinclads defeated Centre,
119-17.
Eastern's record is now 6-0.
Sprous won the 100-yard dash,
the 220-yard dash and ran anchor
on the Maroons' record-breaking
440-yard relay team. John Thomas
also set another record for Eastern as he turned the mile In 4:35.7
for a new Hanger Stadium record.
High point man for the Colonels
was Smith.
The Eastern team will be in
action at Knoxville Saturday
against the University of Tennessee and will, host Georgetown on
Monday.

Hoooter High School
Star SttjM With ESC
Bernie Fletcher, Jr., 6-3, 235
pound all-state tackle on the Hammond, Ind., High School team that
shared the mythical state championship, this week inked a grantin-aid to play football at Eastern
State College. Head Coach Glenn
Presnell made the announcement
today.
Besides being named- on the
U. P. I. All-State team, Fletcher
also was named on the All-Northern Indiana Conference eleven. His
team last season finished 10-0.

Tennessee Tech Downs
Eastern's Golfers
Tennessee Teoh, with Bobby
Farley shooting 68 for medalist
honors, routed Eastern's golf team,
13-5, at Cookevllle Saturday.
The summary:
Bobby Farley, Tech, defeated
Carl Kettenacher, Eastern, 3 and
0. Roland Wierwille, Eastern, defeated Bobby Crouch, Tech, 2 and
1. Farley and Crouch, Tech, defeated Kettenacher and Wierwille,
Eastern, 3 and 0. Robert Odum,
Tech, defeated Paul Nutley, Eastern, 2 and 1. Gary Gibson, Tech,
defeated Van Hoose, Eastern, 2%
and %. Odum and Gibson, Tech,
tied Van Hoose and Nutley, Eastern, 1*4-1*4.
The Milwaukee Braves and Los
Angeles Dodgers turned in 16MS
records in games played against
Philadelphia last season.

Smiling
Jocelyn

Opp.
14
28%
42
32H,

Golf

Opponent
EK . Opp.
Wittenberg ■
14
7
Bowling Green
6%
20*4
Georgetown (ppd.. rain)
Tenn. Tech
5
13
Record: 1-2
Coming up:
April 18, at Georgetown
April 21, Transy-Centre
April 22, Louisville at Frankfort

INTRAMURAL
CHAMPS WRA

Coach "Turkey" Hughes' defending Ohio Valley Conference baseball champions meet the Morehead Eagles here tomorrow afternoon in an important loop twinbill that could put the Maroons in
front of the eastern division.
Hughes, whose charges will be
inaugurating play on the newly
named baseball field, "Turkey"
Hughes Field, will send his aces,
Ken Pigg, flreballing righthander
with a 1-0 slate, and southpaw
David Quick, 0-2 for the season,
aea n»t the hard-hitting Eagles in
the doubleheader. The first game
gels ui.der way at 1:30 p. m.
While the baseballers are at
war on their own battleground, the
powerful track team of Coach
Glenn Gossett. sailing along with >
6-0 record, goes against the University of Tennessee in Knoxville in
their first major test of the season.
Gossett's thin-clads have rolled
over Pikeville. Cumberland, Austin
Peay, Union, Georgetown, and
Centre without much difficulty.
Only Austin Peay has come wtthin
fifty points of the Maroon track sters, the Tennesseans bowing by
an 89-42 count in Clarksvllle ten
days ago.
Coach Glenn Presnell's golfers,
even up at 2-2 for the season, meet
Transylvania and Centre in a. triangular meet at the Madison
Country Club today and Louisville
tomorrow at neutral Frankfort.
A pair of victories over the
Eagles Saturday would put the
Maroons in front of the eastern
division, as they enter their second
round play. The conference playoff, pitting the winners of the
eastern and western divWons, is i
set for May lfl and 20 at the ,
western division champion site.
Unsteady hitting has been the
main handicap of the baseball
Maroons. After their first six
games, their team batting mark
is a alight. .241, well below the
.281 team mark posted by last
reason's OVC championship club.
And that team was not considered
a strong hitting outfit
Coach Hughes is quick to admit
that "if we begin hitting the bail,
we'll be hard to beat." He has
been especially pleased with the
defensive play of his charges and
thinks that this mound crew may
be his finest in several years. At
least four hurlera. at this stage,
have been highly impressive. AllOVC-Ken Pigg. sophomore righthander from Newport, Is 1-0 for
the 'season, freshman Bob Heady,
frosh righthander from Ehvood,
Indiana, also has a 1-0 slate, and
freshman lefty. Dave Quick, of
Amltvville, New York, although
0-2 for the year, hs been extremely impressive.
" Bill Goedde, all-conference centerfielder, leads the hHJters with 8
safeties in 22 times at bat for a
.364 average: He is followed by
catcher Charles Hayslip. .363. and
second sacker. Ted Onkst with a
.261 mark. *,

The Buraam Hall Incompletees
won the basketball intramural
championship game from the Burnam Jets on April 10. The Incompletes went undefeated for the entire season. Members of the team
are Myrna Young, captain, Jo
Ferguson, Easter Wilkerson, Joyce
Alf Sherwood will captain the
Bordoni Judy Burks, Harriet AdNew York Americans
in soccer
kisson. and Margi Hill.
this season.

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Featuring MARTINIZING, The MOST In
Dry Cleaning!
3 and Main Street
Richmond, Ky.

GLYNDON HOTEL

REDA
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
w
3 Miles North of Richmond

Saturday, April .22
J ■ CUKS If Till IIMMRinHD

HE BIG NI8HT^™5-,
Sun. - Mon.. April 23 - 24

PAY OR DIE W

«,iii

Tue.,-Wed.. April 25-26

Thur.-Fri., April 27-28
DOUBLE

FEATURE!

AND
FIRST RUN!
ROBERT BUTTON

WILD

YOUTH

This ad Will Admit
One Student Free!

When accompanied by

Mr. Carl Cole and Alice Jo Crane step out in style—
Miss Crane is candidate for Miss Richmond, sponsored

a Paid Admission!

by BOB'S MEN'S SHOP. Mr. Cole is wearing a Jantzen

- Tuesday thru Friday Excluding Holidays!

sport shirr and Lev! trousers featured at BOB'S MEN'S
SHOP.

—Photo by Jimmy Taylor
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The Concert Band and Symphonic Band of Eastern Kentucky
Itate College will be heard in a
| spring concert on Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Hi rani
Brock Auditorium on the campus.
Both organizations arc directed by
Mr. Nick J. Koenigstein, assistant
irofessor of music and director of
binds at Eastern.
The Conceit Band, composed of
88 members will be making its
second appearance of the current
school year, having presented a
program for the college assembly
In February- The Symphonic Band,
composed of 45 players selected
from the Conceit Band, will be
making its first appearance in concert since its organization this
year.
The bands will feature works
originally composed for band, as
well as transcriptions of compositions from orchestra and other
media. The works of American
composers John Cacavas, Paul
Creston, and Lucien Cailliet, and
the British conductor-composer Sir
Thomas Beecham will be presented.
Two soloists will be featured
during the concert. Appearing as
soloist with the Symphonic Band
will be Mrs. Gerald Honaker, Richmond -soprano, and director of the
choirs at the Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Honaker will be featured as
soloist in "Isolde's Love Death"
from Richard Wagner's opera,
Tristan and Isolde, and also in
ANOTHER HONOR FOR COLE—Carl Cole. AU-American basketball Maroon, received the WHAS
the "Alleluja" from the Motet "ExLeadership Award in a televised presentation ceremony last Sunday in Louisville. This was the second
ultate Jubilate" of W. A. Mozart.
time in three years that the award has gone to a Maroon. Two years ago. Larry Wood was the recipient Pictured are, from left: Cawood Ledford. sports director of WHAS. who presented the
The soloist with the Concert Band
award-' Coach Paul McBrayer; Cole; and Dave Martin, sports editor of WHAS. Cole won out over
will be Mr. Donald Barnes, freshathletes from colleges and universities throughout Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
man music major from Charlestown, Indiana. Mr. Barnes will be
Euphonium soloist in the "Carnival of Venice" Fantasie and Variations, by the French eornet virtuoso, Jean Baptiste Arban.
The concert is free of charge,
John L. Anderson. Jr., senior broad range of activities.
He is president of OAKS, men's and the public is cordially invited
physics major, has been granted
a graduate assistantship by the honorary fraternity, former pres- to attend.
physics department of the Univer- ident of K. I. E., sophomore men's
sity of Illinois, one of the largest honorary, former president of
departments of physics in the na- VMCA, member Ol the Wesley
Foundation, the Physics Club, Math
tion.
A native of Columbia. Ky.. he Club, and Pi Tau Chi, religious
will assist with elementary classes honorary society.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. John L.
and begin work toward the Ph.D.
Dr. D. T. Ferrell, head of the
Anderson. Sr.. 5 17 Burkesville department of education at Eastdegree.
Street.
Columbia.
John
is
interestWhile at Eastern the honor stuern Kentucky State College, was
dent compiled an outstanding rec- ed in nuclear research and during elected vice-president of the Kenord while majoring in physics and the summer of 1960, worked at tucky Association of Supervision
mathematics, and was active in a Oak Ridge National Laboratory. and Curriculum Development at
the recent meeting of the organization in Louisville, Kentucky, during KEA.
The Kentucky ASCD is a unit in
the National Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development which is one of the largest
departments of the National Education Association. Dr. Ferrell has
been quite active in the organization for Borne years.

Eastern Student Receives University
Of Illinois Scholar;rship

Ferrell Named To
Curriculum Post

Richmond Office Equipment

BURD'S
Drug Store

Fountain • Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Phones 244 & 245

You're a natural wonder in

HALF-BELT
CLUB SLACKS

"School and Office Supplies"
PHONE 2473

Gov't Needs
Typists, Stenogs
The U. S. Civil Sevice Commission reports an urgent need for
stenographeres and typists in the
Washington, D. Q„ area. Immediate openings are available at
starting salaries of $69 and $72
per week for typists and $72 and
$77 for stenographer's.
To qualify for a $67 typist job
(grade GS-2). applicants must
pass an examination consisting of
a verbal abilities test, a clerical
aptitude test, and a test of typing
Qualification to the $77 level (grade
GS-31. applicants must make a
higher passing
score on these
three and must, in addition, either
have one year of clerical experience
or be a high school graduate.
Applicants for a $72 stenographer job must pass the same three
tests and also a stenography test.
The 'stenography test consists of
dictation at the rate of 80 words
per minute and questions to be
answered from the dictation notes

scores in all the testu.and either
one y ear of stenographic experience or high school graduation.
In addition to eight paid holidays a year, new employees get
two weeks and three days of paid
vacation leave. After three years
of service their paid- vocation
leave goes up to' four weeks a
year. Other benefits include paid
sick leave, a retirement [Jlan. and
low-cost life and health insurance
plans. A five-day, 40-hour work
week is 'standard.
Arrangements to take the written test can be made by contacting the Examiner-in-Charge at
any Post Office Examining' Point.

4gS-r&

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
CLEANING SERVICE —

AS SEEN BY:

,

44<L

.

puae fcoD

Ih&P&CTOfZ. ••'

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
1 HOUR — 1 DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED — NO
EXTRA CHARGE!
SANITONE

LICENSEE

Third and Water Streets

4fa BIOLOGY

BARBARA SUE TAYLOR
The Chemistry Department has
been notified that Barbara Sue
Taylor has been awarded an assistantship of $1,600 by the Springfield City Hospital School of Medical Technology, Springfield, Ohio.
Barbara Sue is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Taylor of
Monticello, Ky. While at Eastern,
Barbara has participated in many
extra-curricular activities. She is

// It's Light...It's Right...It's

Eastern has been bequeathed a
music library consisting of choral
and organ music and a collection
of books and
the sum of one
thousand dollars by the late Harry
William Myers, Richmond native
who died in Louisville March 6,
1961,
President Martin made the announcement after receiving word
from Everett E. Ballard, awsistunl
Trust Officer of the firm handling
the estate.
The will provides that the College may use the music library U
it sees fit. The cash bequest may
be used in connection with the
music library, but only if the College desires. Myers expressed that
his wish not be binding upon the
College.
He was born in Richmond on
July 10, 1907, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Anderson Myers, both of
whom are deceased. Since 1936, he
has served with the Brown and
Williamson Tobacco Corporation
in Louisville.
He was honored last year by the
congregation of First Lutheran
Church in Louisville for 35 years
of church work. He had been an
organist and choir director in
various local churches since 1924
and served in the air force dming
World War II.
Myers was a.member of Masons,
Scottish Rile, Sons of American
Arts Club, American Guild of
Organists, and
the Methodist
Church.
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McCORD'S JEWELRY

9:00 p.
1:00 p.
1:00 p.

THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
INC.
TUESDAY SPECIAL!
Featuring
COL SANDERS RECIPE

Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

OFFICE —127 W, IRVINE STREET

PHONE 2181

V

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

REAL ESTATE BROKER

Click's Radio & T. V. Service

and prices start as low as* 14?5

12:40
5:15
6:00'
6:30
6:45
8:00

French Fries or Mashed Potatoes,

CaH 567

T. V. & RADIO REPAIR
SEE

^ffll

a.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKENI

EVANS C. SPURLIN
L

Atymtr ItvoriU
emmput ilorr;
bfwide

10:10
5:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
8:00

Opu/rVO^fr/AL.

E. Main St.

Streamhte ^y

p.
p.
p.
p.
p,
p.

STUDENT ACTIVITY CALENDAR AFRO, 24-2«
MONDAY, APRIL 34
m. Track Meet—Eastern-Georgetown, Hanger Stadium. m. Wesley Foundation, Blue Room.
TUESDAY. APRIL 25
m. D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship, Little Theater,
m. Baseball Game, Eastern-UK, Baseball Field.
m. Westminster Fellowship, Blue Room.
m. Mathematics Club, Room 202.
m. Owens, Room 201, S. U. B.
in. Pi Omega PI (JointMeeting with Univ. of Ky.), Blue
Room. •
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26
m. Assembly—Honors Day for Women, Brock Auditorium.
m. Milestone Staff, Blue Room.
m. Kyma Club, Room 202, ft U. B.
{,
m. Kappa Delta Pi, Room, 202, S. U. B.
m. World Affairs Club, World Affairs Room.
m. Miss Richmond Talent Night, BrocXiAuditorium.
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 / M
m. D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship, Little Theater.
m. D. S. F., Blue Room.
m. Clay County Club, Room 103, S. U. B.
m. Kappa Iota Epsilon, Room 103, S. U. B.
m. Newman Club, Room 202, S. U. B.
I ;
in. Miss Richmond Finals, Brock Auditorium.
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 -\
S
m. Junior Prom, Cafeteria.
SATURDAY, APRIL 29
m. Track Meet, Eastern-Univ. 'of the South, Hanger
Stadium.
m. Golf Match, Eastern-Univ. of Cincinnati, Madison
Country Club.

Eastern Becomes
Beneficiary Of
Music Library

KELLY'S FLORIST

tt

12:40
3:30
5:00
545
6:00
6:30

Three Eastern State College officials will attend a conference"
on the evaluation of teacher edu«
cation programs to be held In the'
headquarters building of the Kentucky Education Association, Louisvllle, April 21 and 22.
Dr. Richard E. Jaggera, chairman of the commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards (TOPS); Dr. W. J. Moore,
chairman of the advisory commit'
tee of the Council on Public Higher
Education, and Dr. John D.
Rowlett, chairman of the Eastern
committee on TEFS, will be representatives from the college.
The purpose of the conference,,
according to Dr. Jaggera, Is t*
provide preparatory experiences
for persona in Kentucky who will
be invited to assist in state an*
NCATE evaluations of teacher,
education programs in college*
and universities.

chemistry and a minor in biology
Upon completion of a year's
work at the School of Technology,
she will receive her B.S. Degree in
Medical Technology at Eastern.

Say it with

I Samscmite.li

■MftaMeanVv
and tvtommUc
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0tttr blrndt...

3:00 p.
5:00 p.
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MADISON LAUNDRY
And

^

Here'» the last word in slim-cut.
natural-look slacks that give you
all the advantages of a belt with
beltleu comfort. Double-dart tailoring in luck asvuies snug, contour fit. Half-belt spartiles with
handsome interlocking coin buckle.
Be a charter member in "Club." the
imarlnt slacks you ve era worn!

MINISTERS ON PROGRAM — During Religious Emphasis Week program Wednesday in Brock
Auditorium were Richmond ministers and guest speaker, Dr. Ghimsley T. Hobbs. They are, front
row, from left: Dr. Frank Tinder. First Christian Church; Dr. W. H. Poore, First Methodist Church;
Dr. E. N. Perry, First Baptist Church. Back row: Konneth Hoover, Church ol Christ; Thomas Imfeld,
St. Mark Catholic; T. H. Overcash, First Presbyterian Church; Dr. Hobbs.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Richmond, Ky.

South Third Street

Eastern Officials
To Attend Caucus

Bands To Be
'Heard In Concert

Two Out of Three for "Big E"

SIZEABLE CATCH—Josh Howard, 338 Veterans Village, poses
with a four-pound, seven-ounce
bass he caught wurle casting in
a pond off Lancaster Road Wednesday afternoon.
—Daily Register Photo

COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
PHONE ??

BALES

PLACE

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
220 East Irvine St.—130 Big Hill Ave (Across from Colonel Drive-in)

.
GOOD
E. MAIN ST.

FOOD
RICHMOND, KY.

ONE DAY SHIRT SERVICE
ONE HOUR DRY CLEANING
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE — LYNN GRIFFIN
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DO YOU QUAUFY?
v
What is the Peace Corps looking for in a Volunteer?
A specific "needed skill" is the first requirement.
Ttoe Peace Corps was established to respond to requests from host nations.
The range of needed skills is great. Most nations
requesting Volunteers will be industrially less developed
than the 0. S. A. They will want engineers, technicians,
teachers, craftsmen and administrators.
<Other countries will seek to improve their agricultural system, creating a need for farmers who understand the land and the use of modern implements and
£pr agricultural specialists with college degrees.
4'
Government and political science majors may be
fef demand by a newly formed nation anxious to establish an effective administration.
Teachers are in short supply in South Asia, Latin
America and Africa. Some will be called upon to teach
English, others to work in secondary schools. Some nations will want college-level teachers in a wide variety
of subjects.
^
-f > Those with laboratory or sanitation skills will be
needed in tropical areas where the threat of disease
and pestilence is great.
„. , Construction talents, electrical abilities, civil engineering skills and the likes are also in extremely
short supply.
Second, the Volunteer must understand that he is
not trying to remake the world in our image. He must
sincerely appreciate the values, mores and traditions of
the society in which he works.
v, .Third, the Volunteer must be "adaptable" enough
to undertake a difficult and sometimes frustrating assignment. A Volunteer's individual contribution will be
small and may go unappreciated or unrecognized. Inner stamina and security are essentials if frustration
and disillusionment are to be avoided. The Volunteer
fiust not go abroad seeking to solve perconal problems
e cannot solve at home.
fourth, the Volunteer should appreciate that the
Peace Corps.is a "two way street," that the Volunteer
iwill learn as much as he teaches. His own horizons will
be expanded and broadened while he works in harmony with ;hrt host nation counterpart.
Fifth, the Volunteer must understand the strengths
of democracy and how our system functions. He must
e able to answer both the questions put to him by the
jincere doubter and the professional agitator.
Sixth, the Volunieer must have a grasp of the host
nation's language. Intensive language training will be
art of the Peace Corps training program.
Seventh, the Volunteer must be in excellent phyal condition. Living for two or three years in an
nderdeveloped rural tropical condition will require
olunteers to be in tiptop physical shape.
j| . Eighth, the Volunteer must understand what he is
dping and, why-he is serving his country in the cause of
rffrpetrtfe.
"Men and women over 18 meeting these standards
ill be welcomed into the Peace Corps," Sergeant
ikriver, the program's Director said.
"At a critical point in history," Shriver said, "The
esident Was placed an important and difficult task
n the hands of our nation's young people. The success
f the Peace Corps depends on how well they meet the
tandards set for them."

WAYMAN'S
DEP'T.
RICHMOND

STORES
—

BEREA

["The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"

RAMBLINGS

COLLEGE STUDENTS APPEAR TO
LEAN TO THE RIGHT POLITICALLY

VARIETY WAS THE SPICE OF LIFE
"Obviously the students . . . feel rather strongly that everyone
In the 1950'a, U. S. college students were deemed to be a "silent should conform to the same ideas and ideals. In fact, one immediately
generation" of "apathetes" who burrowed in "privatism" like gophers places himself In the danger zone if he, for one minute, acts or thinks
with tired blood. Looking at their "closed, watchful" faces, one pro- differently from his associates.
fessor howled: "My God. feel something! Get enthusiastic about some"For example, if a student desires to be alone for a short tlnte
thing, plunge, go boom, look alive!"
to think over oroblems or to simply relax from his 'mad house of
Last year they went boom. the thrill of treason."
abort!?', he mifht choose to retreat to a quiet corner, alone. Howeverj
Fueled by the spark of Southern
One big persuader is profes- be surely is taking- chances on being the number one subject for A*
Negro sit-in strikers. Northern sional pressure of "liberalism, lib- Psycholoo-v Department.
students picketed Woolworth eralism, liberalism -the most il"Rieht nwav he is termed 'weird', 'wav out' or 'mentally off, and
stores and "marched" on Wash- liberal thing that students meet
ington. Others denounced every- on campus," says English Profes- ■s either reported as a menta' case or pos«iblv shunned bv oeonle who
thing from dull teaching and nil- sor Bennett Weaver, sponsor of fear his unusual behavior. Plans get under way for delvinir Into tlty
Clear testing to compulsorv the Y. A. F. chapter at the Uni- basic reasons for his actions, and experiments are in the making te
normality.
R. O. T. C. and the House Un- versity of Michigan. The likeliest achieve
"Likewise, a student can briefly express disapproval of certain
American Activities Committee. recruits, he adds, "are inclined to characteristics
of the onnosite sev, anil, without the passing of another
Last fall both presidential candi- be sensibly clean people, not libminute, is termed an "odd ball', 'sex pervert' or any other derogatory
dates drew enormous crowds of eral and dirty people."
term.
No Minority
students. For ex-gophers, the
"In the same sense, one has but to mention that something Is
Conservatives are no longer a
trend is "involvementism." and the
undemocratic,
underhanded or off-color, and he is pegged a teommunist.
most startling part of it is a tiny minority, and they are a
"The latter of these has become a maior issue . . . and rewire*
sharp turn to the political right. browing pool to campus "involveAs Editor Peter Stuart of the mentism." At Harvard last week, attention. The usage of the words communist and un-American seems
CADT7CECS CLUB PRESIDENT, Frank Whalen, is shown above
Michigan Daily puts it: "The signs for example, undergraduate Re- to have become a fad which could be dangerous. . .
swearing In the newly elected president of the pre-med organisa"Let's ignore these people who 'rant and rave' about the wondefpoint to a revival of interest in | publicans launched a new magation, Doug Scutchfield. George Wllcox and Wendle McChord
indlvidualism and decentralization '■ zlne. Advance, aimed at what Pub-fulness of communism and let them be. The less said about them,
look on.
of power—principles espoused by ] Usher Bruce K. Chapman, 20, the less publicitv thev receive and their purpose is defeated. Anyway,
John Locke and Thomas Jefferson called a balanced "social progress they fall right in line with all the beatniks, hermits, odd ball* and
and rekindled by Senator Barry within the free enterprise sys- others who add spice to campus life."
tem." Its readership, says ChapGoldwater,."
A CONSERVATIVE BY ANY OTHER NAME
man, will be the "flaming modExodus Shrugged
What is currently being labeled campus conservatism is a "misherates" of U. S. campuses, and he
The campus conservatives sub- thinks he has a big field.
mash" of views, asserts Carrol Hawkins, associate professor of political
divide into roughly three groups.
science at Michigan State.
.
Oh, look,
On the far right is a small fringe
In an interview with John MoGuire of the NEWS. Hawkins chided
Qh look and see.
of shouting, demonstrating fathe group for seeming to oppose progress, whereas the true conservaLook at Dick and Jane.
i i
'
natics who admire the late Joe
tive accepts the need for change and progress but always places stress
Jane is a capitalist. Jam- is a commodity.
McCarthy, favor colonialism, back
on prudence In the process.
See her profit and lose,
,
such causes as the "right" to exAmong other characteristics listed by Hawkins as those of a real
Look at Her supply and demand..
clude Negroes from certain neighconservative are: belief that the common man is incapable of guiding
From Manhasset to Malibu, more and assisting himself alone (for this reason the true conservative feefci
Oh see her manipulate the market.
borhoods, demand that students
Since Jane owns herself, she can dispose of herself.
sign loyalty oaths, picket the and more smart women have taken a sense of obligation to assist the "common" man, whom he considers
Look at Jane manipulate her rating.
movies Spartacus and Exodus be- up bowling—-the nation's number less fortunate): the goal of preservation of rights with responsible but
Oh, look.
cause Dalton Trumbo wrote them. one and fastest-growing participa limited government: and a strong religious belief. In sunn "The conOh look-and see.
.
They take as their philosopher tion sport.
servative has a reverence for tradition and special concern for property,
See Dick.
Novelist Ayn (Atlas Shrugged)
Bowling, it may surprise you to but he dislikes narrow individualistic 'money makers'."
Dick is an enterpreneur. Dick is capital.
Rand, who for a brooch wears a know, is a favorite social pastime
Hawkins scores the so-called conservatives for not furnishing the
Dick gets what he can. When he can.
gold dollar sign to symbolize the of some ten million American wom- needed balance for our political system by challenging the existing
If he doesn't, someone else will.
values of selfcenteredness. On the en, including such prominenls as government from the genuine conservative position: he does find at
Look at Dick infest.
other end of the spectrum are world figure - skating champion least one area of agreement with the group, however—the opinion
See his buying'power.
Kennedy supporters who find in Carol Heiss Jenkins, Mrs. Law- that American college students are ". . . overexposed to liberalism.
Oh look at his profit motive.
the President's appeal to duty rence Marcus and Mrs. Howard And, unfortunately, they are so miseducated in high school that they
See his personal property concept.
("Ask not what your country can Cullman.
are appalled and helpless when they encounter liberal ideas in the
Oh, look.
do for you—ask what you can do
univrsity."
The
emergence
of
bowling
as
a
Oh look and see.
for your country") the essence of chic, social sport has inevitably re! their
Look at Dick and Jane.
conservatism.
sulted
in
a
whole
new
word
of
They are very clever.
In the middle of this stream runs fashion. Exciting costumes creSee them operate.
the strongest current. Its mem- ated especially for bowling are beOh look at them go bankrupt.
bers stand for the old verities, ing featured by the country's top
L. H. MINTER
W. O. HARBER
they think the U. S. has designers, including Vera Maxwell,
—E.-D. Katona in THE LANTERN, Ohio State University. which
forgotten.
"Man has free will Oleg Cassini, Estevez, Tina Leser,
and reason," says Victor Milione, Marquise, and Mr. Mort, among
36, executive vice president of the others.
■tis&m
rwvmwwww
GENERAL INSURANCE
Intercollegiate Society of IndiHelping to make the bowling
vidualists. "Individual man should center the fashion center of the
McKee
Building
Richmond. Kentucky
be their own agent in all things community is a leading bowling
respecting their own lives." These equipment maker, AMF, which has
conservatives hold the right of
a number of designprivate property as the best bul- commissioned
to create fashions for the spurt.
wark of freedom. They argue ers
Typical of the recent crop of
that unemployment should be al- bowling
togs are culotte skirts,
leviated by charity; that children easy sleeves
for an easy swing,
should obey the Biblical command cased skirts unbottoning to reveal
to honor parents by caring for matching pants for free kneethem in their old age instead of bends.
leaving the responsibility to the
Many of the new fashions for
Social Security Administration.
bowling are handsome enough to
go anywheie from the bowling cenAgainst Conformity
JEWELRY STORE!
Students oner many reasons for ter. Wispy silk shirtwaists, featherRICHMOND'S ONLY CUT-RATE
turning conservative, but one is weight wools, suits with contrastrepeated over and over.
Poet ing print blouses and matching
Robert Frost once wrote, " I never knee pants, wrap-around reversidared be radical when young, for ble skirts lined with vibrant silk
fear it would make me conserva- prints for a quick change before
tive when old." The new trend dinner—all are indicative of the
is youth's natural rebellion against bowling fashion trend.
High fashion fits right in with
BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER rm>\n Direct* tf EsauiK **«■#
conformity, and to" many the
liberalism of their New Deal-bred today's luxury bowling centers, in
Easter vacation time draweth nigh. Time to turn your thought*
elders is the most ironboUnd con- case you haven't visited one reformity.
"My parents thought cently. * Countless modern AMF
away from differential calculus or Chaucer and concentrate on
springing up
Franklin D. Roosevelt was one of bowling centers
dazzling the hometown belles with your fashion acumen.
the greatest (heroes who ever throughout suburban communities
lived," says Y. A. F. chairman, feature smart restaurants and
Here's a cram course on the fabrics, colors and stylings to keep in
Yale Law Student Robert Schuch- cocktail lounges. Some even have
mind when you assemble a Spring outfit
man, 22. "I'm rebelling from that dancing on week-ends.
And if baby-sitting IB a problem,
concept." Says President Roger
Claus of Wisconsin's Conservative most-likely you can find a bowling
center
with a fully-equipped and
Club:
"You
walk
around
with
your
THE BIG THREE choices for university
Goldwater button, and you feel trained attendant.
men this season:
1. Muted glen plaids in worsteds or
blends
2. Soft flannels or unfinished worsteds
S. Hairline stripes
In all of these, and particularly in the
plaids, the outstanding color is olive. Expect to see plenty of the soft greenish cast
that copped top fashion honors last year
and also new variations on the olive theme
. .. olives with golden, bluish or blackish
casts. Runner op color is a basic medium
grey. Tou might also consider black with
half-inch white chalk stripes) (very new ia
tropical worsted) or check into the new
t-.<
checks.

AN AMERICAN PRIMER

Bowling Is In;
Clothes To Match

BURNAM AND HARBER

m

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

KESSLER'S JEWELRY
20% Discount
To Students

/
THE FAVORED SILHOUETTE continue, to be our native threebutton Natural Shoulder or a version thereof. This styling
achieves its look of easy simplicity through carefui attention to
many small details. Here's what to look for: a soft natural shoulder, straight hanging jacket lines, center vent and flap pockets.
Single row stitching with a raised wait accents collar, lapels,
sleeve and back seams and pockets.
Trousers are plain, pleatless and tapered.

ADDENDA ON FIT. Be sure cuff
jackets are abort enough to allow at
least a half-inch of shirt cuff to
show. Ditto on the jacket collar to
give it proper slope. Trousers should
be long enough to just break over the
instep.

SPEAKING OF SHIRTS...button.
down collar models in white or pale
pastels are almost do rigueur with
a traditional suit. Select neckwear in
either a small figured print or regimental repp stripes to coordinate
with suit and shirt. In shoes this season, look for the plainer models...
slip-ons in dark brown or plain tip
ties in brown or one of the burnished
olives.

THE PENNEY PLUS...double
loops protect against runs
Enjoy stretchable sheers that adhere
beautifully to the contour of your legs, QQ J-J[give perfect fit n motion. Sizes midge, jPO^T
Pair
(norm, long

Now You Con CHARGE fT
At Penne/s!

PERFECT TOPPING for your
new outfit is a soft felt hat
Tapered brim ani narrow
crown are the points to look
for. Again, the best color ia
olive, especially olive accented
by a black band.

NEXT MONTH, we'll delve into
the latest in slacks, shorts,
sport shirts, knitwear and
other related fashions for your
sportin' life. Have a good helldayl

It's what's up front that counts
front is a Winston exclusive. It
makes Winston really taste like a cigarette. Filter-Blend
means tobaccos specially selected and specially processed
for good taste in filter smoking. Try Winston.
IFILTER-BLENDIUP

a J. SoMMtTokueoCa., wiaMao-S^M, N c

WINSTON TASTES GOOD /ike a cigarette she

.

GRADUATION
GIFT VALUES'

KIRK'S JEWELERS
mm

..'•:: .'•'^\5sl

S^nwfl^ PHc#s-Tarmi To Suit Yottr Budget!

SAVE 33%

"GOING STEADY" I
h,

DIAMOND

RING

3j

Sparkling diamond
Ml In hond-cnrvod
whlto er yallaw flaM.

I"fcfl

Or»e lira OrtfcaU ■ Vi,
Qwallfy watch that will glv<

17 JEWEL
BULOVA
• UnhMokobl*
mainspring

NO MONf Y DOWN
J1.00A WEEK

ih*.

n

SOLITAIRE
ENGAGEMENT

R

s

DUUINO
TMI$
S»l£
JU»T

Big Boy-Best Girl
5-DI AMOND
ENGAGEMENT

3-DI AMOND
ENGAGEMENT
DUIINO
THI1
SA1I
JUST . .
No Mono? Dawn $2.00 a W..k

$100.00
*9TI I" '129
.00

89 .00

No Mon.y Down $1.71 a W..k

3

by

GptM

IDENT
BRACELETS

• Shack-r.mtant

if P

!t\^mmi^0'
$1.00 A WEfK

FOR ALL THE FUN OF LISTENING!

BULOVA SPRITE

the perfect

Now super miniaturo 6-lransistor small as a deck of

Twosome

No Manor Dawn t».n • Wook

cards. This portable outperforms sots twrce its six*.
Comes in gift pack with

for Teen-Age

I

Steadies
YOUO CMOICI

Add to
your account

$1

BIRTHSTONE RINGS
7-DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT

NO MONEY DOWN $2.00 A WIIK

rZIN#

2 1 -DIAMOND
WEDDING RING

;1
|

Na Manay Dawn SS.00 • Waak

i

|f I

$1)1(1.00

149

N. Manay Dawn $1.00 a Waak

1

C-mplolo toUclion of llMH fo.
birth snonrhi. Ch.ico of irylo. ond
d«tifffl. III wttil. Of yollow 90U.

MAN'S MASSIVE
DIAMOND RING

C

NO MONEY DOWN
$1.00 A WKK

KODAK STARFLASH |
CAMERA
OUTFIT |

a diamond anytlmo within Hi* n-*t year . . , yaw would bt wlia lo
shop new. That* drailltally reduced prfcti can not be repeated.

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOUR
INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS

t

FREE!

'149

WESTINGHOUSE

00

NO MONEY DOWN
13.00 A WEEK

m *- uz
UNDER. 21?
Ask About Our
Young Adult Club
NO PARENTS' SIGNATURES
No Parents' Signatures Needed,
. Budget Plan to fit your pocket.
GUARANTEE
DIAMONDS!

$ MATCHING DIAMOND
i WEDDING BANDS

}■

DUIINO
I
,NS
THIS
i
?HT.
SAU
SOTM HINOl.

$1411.00

139

Na Manay Sawn SS.00 e Wart

CULTURED PEARLS

NO MOMIY DOWN
50< A WSIK

'§■

OF DIAMONDS

GENUINE OYSTER GROWN

a «•«•« <>•"•>•
a Na.h Attndnnont I
a Hoih bulb.

Shop NOW and SAVII

NO MONEY DOWN
$2.00 A WEFK

COSTUME JEWELRY

'48*

Wo hovo lakon our rtgular Inventory of Fin* Diamonds and drat-

NOW
ONLY

"Aurora Borealis"

Na Manny Sawn $1.00 a Waak

Hcolly reduced th» prlcot for thli tal«. If you aro comidtring buying

OF DIAMONDS
l.tti M>|>

and

Far Fair
larrtna.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY YOUR DIAMOND!

iizn

case

*34 «

All 3 KINGS

KM

WRITTEN
ON ALL

leather carrying
earphone.

.95

SOLITAIRE THREESOME
Large, brilliant diamond
sat In iMouNfully data I led 14K Gold mounfingi. Perfect for double
ring cortmonlti. Choose
from whit* or yellow

I

NO MONET DOWN

TABLE RADIO
90 DAY GUARANTEE!

With any din. purchase of 99.00 or more

PtNDANT

lASUNGS

1
tuturlom nilhir.d Man. Ml
In wkha •' yallaw ..Id.
1/70 I2K Sold Filial

.

OFFERS THE BEST BUY!
PORTABLE

EXPANSION
WATCH BANDS

RECORD PLAYER

1961 style, lor Man ond
Lodloi. Choico ol white or
y.llaw nni.h.i.

PLAYS ALL
POPULAR
SPEED
RECORDS

Complain ..l«tlon ol NEW

t

ou.

$1*88

45 PC. SET OF

TEEN-AGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED!

MELAMIC DISHES
LIFETIME GUARANTEE!
PRICE RANGE FROM

12.95 Up To 29.95

GIGANTIC SKOAL PURCHASE MAKES THIS OHCE-IH-A-UFETIME VALUE POSSIBLE!

iTii[\FOLDINGDESK&
HOME or OFFICE CABINET

oS-fctt^RVJJg

WITH KEY LOCKING
SAFE and FILE
COMPARTMENT

DIAMOND ONYX

^FAJHNNW

RINGS
SpnrtRnfl

roe MM

— FREE! —

roe

HOI

19

$10.85
NO MONTY
DOWN
$1.00 A WIIK

TYPEWRITERS
WAS $72.50

NOW

$59.95

WHILE THIS SALE IS
ON — CHARGE IT!

4 Ways To Buy!

ROYAL PORTABLE
BEAUTIFUL
YELLOW GOLD

DRESSER SETS
REDUCED!

$12.95

4 WAYS TO BUY!
.
.

CASH
• 90 DAYS
.. LAY - A - WAY
A FULL YEAR TO PAY!

Auto Drink Set

OPEN
YOUR
ACCOUNT
TODAY!

TmGetWPne
•i*

—FREE!—
WITH ANY PURCHASE

♦14.95 or Over!

A COMPACT HOME Ol OFFICE IN ONE STREAMLINED
•ElUXE UNITI USE IT AS A DESK... TYPING TABLE
...SEWING TABIE... DI AWING AND CRAFT TAB IE I

Charge II!

714 MAIN ST.
213 W. MAIN ST.
Paris, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Phone 641
Phone 756
AFFILIATES • LEXINGTON • COVINGTON • NEWPORT

